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Abstract

A fundamental issue in the development of mobile agent systems is how to provide support for agent applications reliability. For some agent applications areas (such as electronic commerce or workflow) it is fundamental that mobile agent executions are fault tolerant and exhibit transactional semantics or that groups of mobile agents can coordinate their activities with the use of a reliable communication mechanism. This paper discusses reliability requirements in agent systems and introduces mobile process groups as a suitable underlying concept for fulfilling these requirements. Mobile process groups are an extension of the concept of groups in traditional group communication systems that supports mobility of group members.

1 Introduction

A mobile agent (or simply agent) is a self-contained software element responsible for executing a programmatic process, which is capable of autonomously migrating through a network. An agent migrates in a distributed environment between logical "places" referred here to as agencies. When an agent migrates, its execution is suspended at the original agency, the agent is transported (i.e. program code, data, execution state and control information) to another agency in the distributed environment, and, after being re-instantiated at the new agency, the agent resumes execution.

The concept of mobile agents began to obtain stronger attention of the research and industry community with Telescript [White 94]. In [White94] migrating active objects were introduced as a suitable paradigm for supporting applications on public networks. After Telescript, many different projects at research institutes and in the industry began to appear, among them Mole, TACOMA, Aglets, Agent Tcl and Grasshopper (a brief description and references to these systems appear, for example, in [Assis Silva 99]). The mobile agent concept is being proposed to support different types of applications, including electronic commerce [White 94] [Straßer, Rothermel, Maihöfer 98], workflow management [Cai, Gloor, Nog 96], network management [Fuggetta, Picco, Vigna 98], implementation of telecommunication services [Magedanz, Popescu-Zeletin 96], distributed information retrieval [Fuggetta, Picco, Vigna 98] and active networks [Fuggetta, Picco, Vigna 98]. Mobile agents have been considered a concept that can be explored to provide, among others, the following benefits: better use of communication resources (both in terms of costs and performance); flexible support for disconnected operation; flexibility for the management of software deployment and maintenance; and adequate support for interactions with human users [Assis Silva 99].

A fundamental issue in the development of mobile agent systems is how to support reliability of mobile agent based applications, specially for those applications that will use mobile agents in open environments such as the Internet. For some types of applications (such as electronic commerce or workflow applications) it is fundamental that mobile agent executions are fault tolerant and exhibit
transactional semantics or that groups of mobile agents can coordinate their activities based on a reliable communication mechanism.

This paper discusses first requirements on reliability of mobile agent applications and discusses existing approaches to address them. Afterwards the paper introduces mobile process groups as a suitable underlying concept for fulfilling these requirements. More specifically, in section 2 we concentrate on the issue of making mobile agent executions fault tolerant and guaranteeing their transactional behavior. In section 3 we concentrate on the issue of providing reliable forms of agent communication. In section 4 we introduce mobile process groups. Finally, in section 5 we present conclusions.

2 Making Mobile Agent Applications Fault Tolerant and Transactional

2.1 Requirements

Mobile agent fault tolerance requires at least mechanisms for making agents persistent, for reactivating agents after a failure, for recovering the state of the agent activity after a failure, and for reliably transporting agents between agencies. Additionally, the execution of mobile agent-based applications should be able to tolerate long-term failures of agencies. When a mobile agent executing an application moves to an agency, it transfers the control flow execution of that application to that agency. While executing at an agency, an agent is completely subject to the execution rules and conditions of that agency. If the agency where the agent is running fails, the execution of that agent remains blocked while the agency is faulty. An agency may remain faulty for a long time. Long unavailability periods have the obvious undesirable effect of delaying the execution of an agent-based application.

Making the execution of an agent-based application tolerate long-term failures of agencies is achieved by replicating agents. With replication, an agent execution is seen as being performed in a sequence of stages (see Figure 1). The first stage begins when the application execution starts. A new stage then begins (and the previous terminates) when the mobile agent execution reaches a movement operation, to continue at a new agency. To provide agent fault-tolerance, copies of the agent are sent to a non-empty set of agencies.

Consider in Figure 1 that the agent application has to perform actions sequentially at agencies agency_1_1, agency_2_1, ..., agency_m_1, i.e., at the uppermost agencies at each stage represented in the figure. As can be seen, at each stage copies of the agent are sent to the desired agency and additionally to a set of n-1 other agencies. For example, at stage 1, copies of the agent are sent to agencies agency_1_1, agency_1_2, ..., agency_1_n. The n-1 additional agencies are used primarily for performing exception handling. The execution of the agent application at these agencies, however, can also include accesses to services. When the execution terminates at a stage, copies of the agent with the current state of its execution are sent to the agencies of the next stage and the copies at the current stage are destroyed. An agent application is performed then now by a moving agent group, instead of by a single agent.

A group of agents can, during its execution, create other groups of agents, so that each agent group can execute a part of the same global application asynchronously, moving independently one in relation to the others. Each created agent group by its turn can create other agent groups, resulting in a tree of mobile agent groups. Fault tolerance must also be guaranteed for these cases. This implies, among other aspects, the need for guaranteeing atomic creation of mobile agent groups and that there must exist mechanisms for coordinating sets of independently migrating agent groups executing the same whole application.

Additionally, in order to use mobile agents in environments such as the Internet, the developed fault tolerance mechanism must be as less restrictive as possible in relation to its assumptions about the environment (for example, in relation to time). In particular, network partitioning should be supported by the mobile agent fault tolerance protocols.
Beyond fault tolerance, agent applications might require the execution of agents to exhibit a transactional behavior. For such applications, it is necessary that accesses to a subset of the services available in a distributed environment can be combined as an unit of work that executes correctly and reliably in the presence of concurrency and failures.

2.2 Existing Approaches

Mobile agent fault tolerance and support for transactional behavior have been considered in the context of some mobile agent projects. In [Schneider 97] [Johansen, van Renesse, Schneider 95] [Johansen, Marzullo et al. 98] [Rothermel, Straßer 98] [Assis Silva 99] the authors consider agent replication as introduced in the previous section. In [Schneider 97], the author concentrates on the problem of protecting agents against being subverted by malicious hosts. In [Johansen, van Renesse, Schneider 95] the authors introduced the so-called rear guards as agents left behind while an agent execution moves from agency to agency that perform recovery if some failure causes the agent executing the activity to vanish. The protocol used for managing rear guards is called the NAP protocol [Johansen, Marzullo et al. 98]. The NAP protocol is an efficient protocol based on reliable broadcast. The NAP protocol, however, does not tolerate network partitioning. In [Rothermel, Straßer 98] a specific protocol was described for mobile agent fault tolerance that considers network partitioning. In this protocol, however, an agent group cannot create new agent groups. This protocol is coupled with the execution of a single atomic transaction by an agent at an agency. If a new agent is activated to perform recovery of a failed agent, the state of the execution backtracks to the point before the beginning of the execution of the stage. In [Assis Silva 99] an approach for mobile agent fault tolerance and a transaction model (open nested) based on mobile agents are presented. The approach supports the dynamic creation of agent groups by other agent groups, recovery from long-term failures of agencies and network partitioning. This approach, based on the use of transactions, fulfills the requirements defined in the previous section.

Another approach for agent fault tolerance is presented in [Dalmeijer, Rietjens et al. 98], but it does not tolerate long-term failures of agencies. In [Vogler, Kunkelmann, Moschgath 97] and [Assis Silva, Krause 97] approaches for executing transactions with mobile agents are presented, but no concept for fault tolerance is discussed.

Finally, approaches for providing mobile agent persistence and reactivation are common in existing mobile agent systems. A mechanism for reliably transporting an agent from an agency to another can be performed, for example, with the use of persistent message queues [Rothermel, Straßer 98].
3 Reliable Coordination of Agents

Components taking part in a distributed application need some form for coordinating their activities. Different applications impose different requirements on coordination mechanisms, resulting in a set of these mechanisms being developed for traditional distributed systems. Beyond direct communication in the form of RPC/RMI, mechanisms such as events, tuple spaces and group communication systems are commonly supported [Tanenbaum 95].

A set of mobile agents can also be used to execute a given distributed application. Not only as a set of replicas cooperating to achieve application fault tolerance, but also as a set of distinct agents cooperating in achieving a certain application goal. Multiple agents executing each asynchronously a part of the same global application (each agent being replicated for fault tolerance or not, as described in section 2) is an example. These agents obviously also need forms of cooperation. Like traditional distributed applications, different mobile agent based applications impose also different requirements on coordination mechanisms. Mobile agent based applications, however, impose an added complexity: the coordination mechanisms must support agents interactions despite their mobility. Mobile agents can even exhibit high mobility, in the sense that a single mobile agent can make many hops while executing an application and interacting with other components. Traditional communication mechanisms must in general be extended to support migration, specially if migration transparency should be supported. In a system providing migration transparency, two agents can continue communicating irrespective of the migration of any of them.

Existing mobile agent systems vary greatly in the provided forms of communication. The supported communication mechanisms can be divided into two groups: direct communication, where the communicating peers explicitly identify themselves; and anonymous communication, where the sender does not know the identity of the recipients. Direct communication can involve either only two peers or a sender and a set of receivers (multicast). The form of multicast supported is unreliable. Forms of anonymous communication being supported are events, spaces and tuple spaces [Assis Silva 99].

Some support for reliable communication among mobile agents exists [Murphy, Picco 99]. However, this work describes an algorithm for guaranteeing the delivery of a message to a mobile agent despite its movement in the absence of faults. Support for ordering of messages sent to a group of agents is not addressed. Systems supporting group communication functionality for mobile agents, comparable to those provided by traditional group communication platforms [Renesse, Birman, Maffeis 96][Amir, Dolev et al. 92], are still missing.

4 Common Denominator: Mobile Process Groups

As discussed in the previous sections, fundamental to the development of reliable mobile agent based applications is the existence of appropriate support for mobile agent fault tolerance and mechanisms for reliable communication between groups of mobile agents. A common requirement of both problems is the need for coordinating reliably the actions of members of a group of migrating agents. We intend to address this requirement in a generic way by developing the notion of a mobile process group.

A process group is an entity to which an application process refers without knowing the number and location of the members which form it. Essentially, in a group communication mechanism, a message sent by a process must be addressed to all processes in the group and message delivery must be atomic: either all processes receive the message or no one receive it. Additionally, message delivery order guarantees such as total or causal ordering can also be provided by the group communication system [Birman 93]. A mobile process group is an extension of the traditional concept of a group of cooperating processes which can directly support migrating processes as members of the group.

Group communication systems have been traditionally used to support fault tolerance of replicated components in a system (e.g., replicated data bases) and for supporting groupware
applications. The coordination requirements of replicas of mobile agents were made clear in section 2, where replication was presented as a means for addressing mobile agent fault tolerance. The case where not all cooperating agents are replicas of the same agent was also exemplified in section 2 and discussed in the previous section. Beyond the needs for maintaining consistency of replicas or independent groups of replicas, mobile process group services have a broader applicability in agent applications, specially in providing message delivery guarantees (reliable multicast, causal and total order) for any set of cooperating agents (for example, for guaranteeing atomic multicasts to a group of agents that are looking for some information in the distributed environment).

Although the model presented in [Assis Silva 99] fulfills the requirements on fault tolerance of mobile agent applications as described in section 2, this model is based on transactions. Using mobile process groups represents a form of unifying the underlying support for fault tolerance and agents coordination, simplifying the existing solution and potentially increasing the level of fault tolerance and the implied costs. In relation to support for agents coordination, mobile process groups represent functionality not yet present in agent systems.

To the best of our knowledge, support for mobile process groups is not present in existing group communication platforms, such as Horus [Renesse, Birman, Maffeis 96] and Transis [Amir, Dolev et al. 92]. Previous work exists in supporting group communication for mobile device computing (e.g., [Badache, Hurfin, Macêdo 99][Yen, Huang, Hwang 97]), but it is devoted to accommodating existing protocols to the specific properties of the environment (low bandwidth links, low capacity devices, etc.). Some of the results might be applicable to mobile process groups. We are however extending traditional group communication concepts to incorporate new semantics of message delivery in the presence of mobility, not present in those systems. Additionally, special handling of events is being considered to provide a finer tuned way of handling with movement.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented first a general overview of requirements for supporting reliability of mobile agent-based applications. Support is needed for mobile agent fault tolerance, for guaranteeing transactional behavior of mobile agent applications and for providing reliable forms of mobile agents coordination.

We introduced afterwards a new concept, called mobile process groups, as a means for fulfilling requirements of mobile agent applications and for improving existing approaches. Mobile process groups are an extension of the group concept supported in traditional group communication platforms and represent a common basis for supporting mobile agent fault tolerance and reliable coordination of mobile agents.

A mobile process group service, which provides message delivery guarantees and synchronization in the presence of mobility, is under development at LaSiD/UFBA. The concepts being developed try to incorporate the mobility of processes in the group communication protocols, thus making it possible to synchronize a process movement action with the delivery of messages and enabling a finer tuned failure detection mechanism.
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